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Quote:

Originally Posted by IdeasThatExcel 
As someone getting back into the IM game I was stumped as to what niches to go into. Mack lays out a
nice approach on ways to get your mind thinking about niches and some good common sense ways to
discover new niches. Good job Mack!

Quote:

Originally Posted by Flyingpig7 
I had a go as I needed to find a new niche for a project I'm working on. It took me a few hours of
concentrated study I'd say a good 3/4 hrs following Mack's advice. All of it is very easy to do. 

Also there is a great section in the guide that allows tighter targeting of your offers ensuring the greater
likelyhood of your success.

A very nice guide for all I cannot see how anyone can fail to find at least one profitable niche to work with.

Warriors Love The Money Niche System!

Join the rest of us by clicking the
buy button below RIGHT NOW
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 Re: $6220 From ONE Niche?! Click Here To Discover How To Find Your Own Money Niche TODAY [PROOF INSI

What the FAQ???

1) Is there a OTO?

There is a OTO that sells for a low price of $5. 

It's a "field manual" that's aimed to benefit the visual learner. I show an over-the-shoulder walk through of the
process using imagery and narration explaining WHY I do the things that I do when coming up with a money niche.
You can even steal the niche that I come up with (it's a super profitable one). 

2) Are there any other upsells?

Just 1!

It's a complete package of DONE-FOR-YOU smokin' hot, profitable niches (60 of them). Included are their
confidential files that include every marketing information you need to know in order to get started making money
from any of the niches you choose from.

3) What is your refund policy?

Every product that I sell is backed by my famous 60 day money-back guarantee...
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Download the product, find as many profitable niches as you desire, join the Private Facebook Group and pick my
brain for as much knowledge as you want. And if you're not satisfied with your small investment then just get in
contact with me and I'll happily refund you no questions asked.

You can even keep everything you downloaded as a thank you gift for giving me a shot.

It's 100% Risk Free for you. You can't lose!

Go ahead click the buy button to get started today...
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 Re: $6220 From ONE Niche?! Click Here To Discover How To Find Your Own Money Niche TODAY [PROOF INSI

Does it come with OTO? If so, how much do you charge for OTO?
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Good question!
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There is a OTO that sells for a low price of $5. 

It's a "field manual" that's aimed to benefit the visual learner. I show an over-the-shoulder walk through of the
process using imagery and narration explaining WHY I do the things that I do when coming up with a money niche.
You can even steal the niche that I come up with (it's a super profitable one). 

Let me know if you have any other questions. I'm happy to help 
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Looks like a good product, but random Paypal screen shots does not prove anything. Perhaps logging into your
Paypal account and hiding some confidential information then showing us actual transactions, will be more proof to
me.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Herschel-W 
Looks like a good product, but random Paypal screen shots does not prove anything. Perhaps logging into
your Paypal account and hiding some confidential information then showing us actual transactions, will be
more proof to me.

Thanks for the feedback!

To be fair this product isn't about showing you how to generate the money... 
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Thanks: 5
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It's about showing you how to make that all important first step that EVERYONE needs to make in order to
eventually create that sort of income...

Which is finding a proven, profitable niche.

Without that, you're going to fail no matter what...

Now the best thing that happens when you buy The Money Niche System is something I mentioned in the sales
letter; You're going to get free access to the Private Facebook Group...

This is where you have access to me and you'll get the proper insights on what to do AFTER you've found your
money niche. i.e. how to make the money.

I'd be happy to have you on board!

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to Mack For
This Useful Post:
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Thanks for the info Mack.
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